
Events are notoriously full of so much detail and planning.  Although this is one of the most
exciting parts of the process, it can also be a little overwhelming balancing all of the little
things you wish were automatically taken care of.  That's where we come in.  Being a one
stop shop/all inclusive event space allows our groups to have a choice in whether they'd

like to mess with the extra details or have us handle it for them.  That's why we provide all
of our tables, linens, square back chairs, centerpiece options, table number options, and

other misc inclusions at no additional cost.  We also have add on options that are an
extension of our included decor that you can add to your bill. Take a look at photos of our
available options we provide in house + sample photos of the space set up from previous
weddings/events.  Although some of these photos have our old, round back chairs, please

note we have upgraded to the new, square back version (round no longer available).
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Decor inclusions + 

additional photos for all the inspo
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Bar

Centerpieces

We provide one bar in each room that you
can dress up with your own decor or let the
bottles do the dressin up for ya.  Each bar is

white leather/tufted with a black top + a
mirror behind it.  Making the ambient lights

in the background reflective and oh so
dreamy.

We include a full, beautiful, twinkly centerpiece
for each of your guest tables by request (no
additional fee).  There is a 3 tiered cylinder
vase combination that we put water in with

floating candles, mercury glass votive candles,
a round mirror as a base, and multiple table

number options (our acrylic numbers are
pictured here). We provide all of the tea light

candles to go in the floating candle holders as
well.   Feel free to use our centerpieces by

themselves, use our centerpieces and add to
them with your own personal touch, or bring
in your own arrangement and not use ours at

all.
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Grand street provides a sheer, white backdrop that
hangs from the ceiling with twinkly lights behind it. 

 You are more than welcome to dress it up a bit with
flowers/greenery from an outside vendor or leave it

as is for a more simplistic look.  

Grand Street provides high top tables and 66''
round tables for appetizers, desserts, or misc use. 

 We also include our own trays, cake stands, a velvet
cake linen, and votive candles to dress up these

tables.  These tables generally go under the
chandelier on the west side or by the column on the

East side.  

Ceremony

Appetizer/Dessert/Cake Tables
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We provide all of the 66'' round
dinner tables, 36'' round high top

tables, 6' and 8' rectangular tables,
and black or white linens.  Room

setup is subject to preference and
guest count/room choice.  Cafe

globe/string lights are available at
$100 per side.  We will install and

break them down!

Reception/Dinner Setups
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